
Suitability
Investor Type/Market Conditions

What

Terminology

FCN’s are a type of structured note which are
issued at par. The client receives periodic coupon
payments (monthly, quarterly, or annual) until the
note is redeemed or till the product expires in case
early redemption doesn’t happen. 

The underlying can be a single stock or basket of
shares where the worst performing share may be
delivered at expiry at the strike. Typical number of
underlying stocks range from 2 to 4. An FCN can
be tailored to suit the investor’s needs, based on
his/her choice of parameters, such as the
underlying equity, strike price, and tenor. Usually
the tenor is 3-12 months

Notional

coupon 

initial fixing

Auto call trigger/Knock Out

Strike

Barrier level/Knock In 

Final fixing levels 

total invested amount in the FCN

periodic payment that you get as a percentage of notional capital

value of the underlying when you are buying the product.

value usually expressed in % terms (of initial fixing). The FCN can be auto called or
redeemed in case the worst performing stock in the basket is at or above the auto call
level on any observation date

value usually expressed in % terms (of initial fixing) and is below the initial fixing value.
The worst performing stock can be delivered at the strike in case it’s below the strike
at maturity and any one of the underlying have been below the barrier level at any
point in time up till maturity (in case of continuous monitoring).

value usually expressed in % terms (of initial fixing) and is below the strike value. This
acts a safety valve; if none of the underlying(s) have ever been below the respective
barrier level (in case of continuous monitoring) till maturity, investor will not receive
shares. 

FCN’s can be structured without any barriers / Knock In’s as well or with Barriers only
applicable at maturity.

closing level of the underlying on the final reference date

Suitable for Investors who are neutral to moderately-
bullish on the basket of underlying shares and are
looking for yield enhancement products.
Investors also have a price point in mind (strike of the
underlying shares) at which they are willing to take
delivery of any one of the underlying shares.
Investor who wants to receive regular high coupon
payments regardless of the outcome (assuming the
FCN is not redeemed prior to expiry).
Good for investors who foresee a stable to low volatility
environment during the tenor of the product. 
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Payoff Scenarios

Scenario 1 
(On any observation date)

Scenario 1 
(at maturity)

Scenario 1 
(at maturity)

Scenario 3
(at maturity)

Scenario 2 
(On any observation date)

On any observation date if the worst performing underlying is at or above the
respective Auto call Trigger level, the FCN will be redeemed, and the client will
receive the agreed upon coupon payment plus the full notional.

If the worst performing underlying value at maturity is at or above the strike, the client
will receive the last coupon payment plus the full notional

On any observation date if the worst performing underlying is at or below the
respective Auto call Trigger level, the client will get the agreed upon coupon payment
and the product will carry on to the next observation date

If the worst performing underlying value at maturity is below the strike level and any
one of the underlying have been below the barrier level at any time (in case of
continuous barrier monitoring) during the tenor of the product, the client will receive
the last coupon payment plus delivery of the worst performing share at the strike
price. Fractions will be paid in cash.
In case the FCN doesn’t have barriers incorporated, final fixing levels will only be
checked against strike and in case worst performing final fixings are below the strike
shares will be delivered at strike for that underlying

If the worst performing underlying value at maturity is below the strike level but none
of the underlying(s) have ever been below the barrier level at any time (in case of
continuous barrier monitoring) during the tenor of the product, the client will receive
the last coupon payment plus the full notional.

Risks

FCN’s are not principal protected.

Gains are limited to the coupon payments.

Not very liquid.

In case of basket of stocks, the risk (and thus the coupon) increases if the correlation between the selected stocks
in the basket is low, which can be the case because the stocks in the basket are from different industries

The investor is exposed to credit risk of the issuer
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Events and corresponding Payoff Scenarios 

For each Observation Period,

the coupon is fixed and paid at

the end of the period.

 Each period coupon payment

= 5% Flat Coupon 

 On Final Valuation Date, all

Underlying Stocks in the

basket close at or above their

respective Strike levels.

 Investors receive 100% of

notional + 5% Flat Coupon (last

period’s coupon).

Scenario 1 No Auto call event/ Knock out is triggered and all stocks close at or above their respective
Strikes on expiry date

Illustrative Example

Tenor

Currency

Underlying Stocks 

Callable Observation 

Coupon Payment 

Initial Spots 

Strike

Auto Call Trigger 

Fixed Coupon Rate 

Barriers / Knock In Level 

1 year 

USD 

Stock A and Stock B 

Quarterly 

Quarterly 

USD 100 for Stock A USD 100 for Stock B 

For each Underlying Stock, 85% of its initial Spot 

For each Underlying Stock, 90% of its initial Spot

20% p.a. (or each quarter 5% flat coupon)

Not Applicable

Fixed Coupon Notes

100% of initial
spot

Call Trigger

Put Strike

Observation
period 1

Observation
period 2

Observation
period 3

Observation
period 4

Stock price
(% of initial spot)

No Call
Trigger
Event

No Call
Trigger
Event

Total Cash Coupon recieved : 5% + 5% + 5% + 5%  = 20%
Final Redemption : 100% in cash at the end of period 4

Coupons Time period5% 5% 5% 5%

Fixed coupon is
payable at the end
of each period,
regardless of the
performance of
underlying stocks in
the basket.

No Call
Trigger
Event
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100% of initial
spot)

Call Trigger

Put Strike

Observation
period 1

Observation
period 2

Observation
period 3

Observation
period 4

Scenario 3 No Auto Call Trigger Event and One stock closes below it’s respective Strike on Last
Trading / Fixing date

No early redemption event occurs

during observation periods 1 to

period 3 as stock B in the Underlying

Basket closes below the respective

Auto Call Trigger.

Each period (1 to 3) coupon payment

= 5% Coupon of the notional

On Final Valuation Date, stock B

closes below its respective Strike,

the note notional amount is

converted into physical shares of this

worst performing stock B at its Strike. 

Period 4 coupon payment = 5%

Coupon

Stock price
(% of initial spot)

No Call
Trigger
Event

No Call
Trigger
Event

No Call
Trigger
Event

Fixed coupon is
payable at the end
of each period,
regardless of the
performance of
underlying stocks in
the basket.

Total Cash Coupon recieved : 5% + 5% + 5% + 5% = 20%
Redemption : The note notional amount is converted into

physical shares of the worst performing stock B at its Put Strike.
(Full principal is at risk)

Coupons Time period5% 5% 5% 5%

No early redemption event occurs at

end of observation periods 1 and 2

because stock B in the Underlying

Basket closes below the respective

Auto Call Trigger 

 Each period (1 and 2), coupon

payment = 5% Coupon of the

notional.

 At the end of the 3rd Observation

Period, all stocks in the Underlying

Basket close at or above their

respective Auto Call levels.

 Early redemption at 100% of notional

+ 5% fixed coupon for period 3 =

105% of notional in cash.

Scenario 2 Auto call level/ Knock out is triggered at the end of the 3rd observation period

100% of initial
spot

Call Trigger

Put Strike

Observation
period 1

Observation
period 2

Observation
period 3

Observation
period 4

Stock price
(% of initial spot)

No Call
Trigger
Event

No Call
Trigger
Event

Call
Trigger
Event

Unless the notes have
been previously
redeemed or terminated,
a fixed coupon is payable
at the end of each
period, regardless of the
performance of
Underlying Stocks in the
basket

Total Cash Coupon recieved : 5% + 5% + 5%  = 15%
Early Redemption : 100% in cash at the end of period 3

Coupons Time period5% 5% 5% N.A.



Kristal’s offerings 
We currently aim to show pricing
from the following issuers-

Leonteq Guernsey with 3 different possible credit 

risk-

Raiffeisen Switzerland (Moody’s A3, S&P A+)

EFG international (Moody’s A3, Fitch A)

Standard Chartered Bank, London Branch

Leonteq Guernsey guaranteed by Leonteq

Securities AG Switzerland (Fitch BBB- stable)

Leonteq Guernsey guaranteed by Aargauische

Kantonal Bank, Switzerland (S&P AA)

Leonteq Guernsey collateralized under TCM

setup provided by SIX

Underlying’s can be stocks /ETF’s
which satisfy the following
conditions-

Listed on Exchanges in US, UK, Europe,

Australia, Hong Kong, Japan, Singapore

Market cap > 5 bio

Custodian

Singapore
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Disclaimer:

                                                                                                        

The information contained herein is only for informational purposes and are subject to risks. The information should not be construed as any form of

advice relating to tax, legal, financials, business or any matter and should obtain their own independent advice. The information is provided on ‘as is’

basis and Kristal.AI or its affiliates, does not make any representation, undertaking, warranty, guarantee, or other assurance as to the timelines,

completeness, correctness, reliability, or accuracy of the materials and data herein.

The information contained should not be construed as an offer to sell, purchase securities and/or to provide services by Kristal.AI or its affiliates. Any

such transaction shall be subject to a contractual understanding, necessary documentation, applicable laws, approvals, and regulations. Kristal.AI

and its affiliates accept no liability or responsibility whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss and/or damages arising out of or in relation to any

use of opinions, forecasts, materials and data contained herein or otherwise arising in connection therewith.
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